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Calculated perfomeme characteristics of a ducted rooket that
uses gaeoltie and liquid oxygm as the fuel mix%ure and has a mase
flow of 1 slug per second are presented. Ezoess fuel is used to
maintain the rocket combustion temperature within a Umitlng value
and all this excess fuel is considered to burn in the duct enclosing
the rooket. -Evaluations of net thrust, frontal area, thrust per unit
frontal erea, and speoific fuel consumption are given for flight
conditims under whioh such a propulsion system might operate. An
evaluation is msde of the relative thrust imrease due to the Jet-
ejector effeot of the rooket enclosed h a duct and that due to the
burning of the excess fuel from the rooket exhaust in the duct. The
performances of units with nozzles designed to giye exhaust-Jet
expansion to -lent pressure and of units designed to give the
maximum thrust per unit frontal area are given.

At flight Mach numbers of 1, 2, and 3 and an altitude of
30,000 feet, thrusts per unit frmtal area for the ducted rooket
were of the order of twice those available from a ram jet. The corres-
ponding speoiflc fuel consumption were about two to three times those
of a ram jet, but about one-half to one-third that of the rocket alone.
The thrust increase was due primarily to the burning of the excess fuel

● from the rocket inasmuch as only about one-fourth of the total increase
3n thrust resulting from the duoting was attributable to the Jet-
eJector effect experienced when the rocket is enclosed h a duct under
these flight ccmditions. For the same flight mnditionsj the specifio
fuel consumption of the ducted rooket was lower than that of a o@bina-
tion of equal frontal area consisting of a similar rocket and a ram
Jet operattng independently at stoichlometrio fuel-air ratio. The net
thrust of the ducted rooket was higher at Maoh numbers of 2 and 3, but
lower at a Mmhn umber of 1 than the thrust of the combination at
comparable flight velocities.

At”etatio conditions, the thrust of the ducted rocket was approxi- ‘
mately 9 percent greater than the thrust of the rooket alme.
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The use of reasonable valuee of the ocmponent eff5clenoie8 did
not alter the characteristicspresented enough to affect seriously
the performance
mmsidered.

of the ducted rocket under the flight mndltions -

INTRIDUCTIOli

A possible method of I.noreasingthe output of an aircraft power
plant of the ~et-propulsiontype is-to enolo~e the jet within a-duct
through which a relatively large air flow exists. The resultaut
mixing of the exhaust jet and the air flowing through the duet
produces a jet-thrust au#uentation,whioh may be of suoh magnitude
that a considerable increase in thrust results. This thrust-
augmentaticn phenomenon has been investigatedby Jacobs and Shoemaker
(referenoe1) and analyses have been tie of aircraft-propulsicm
systems that use this method to Increase,the thrust available from a
rocket (references2 and 3).

Because an increase h thrust can be obtained without an inoreased
expenditure of fuel, the efficiency of the cycle as compared with the
efficiency of the same power plant without augmentation is thereby
Inoreased. h cder to further Inorease the thrust, additional fuel
may be supplied and burned within the duct, Inwhioh ease the effi-
ciency may or may not be greater than that of the unit without
augmentation,depeading cm the relative effioienoies of the pr~y
oycle and the ram-jet cycle within the dud.

A preliminary analysis of suoh a system utilizing a rooket
mounted inside a duet was made at the NACA Cleveland laboratory. The
rooket on whioh the analysis was based is a hypothetical unit that
burns a mixture of gasoline and liquid oxygen. The characteristics
of the rocket were so chosen that they lie within the ranges of values
obtainable in the operation of actual rockets.

*
The maximum allowable temperature in the combustion ohamber of a

rocket is ordinarily determined by the temperature limits of the
structural materials used. h the present case,an amount of gasoline
in exoess of that required for a stoichiometriomixture was assumed
in order that the arbitrarily chosen temperature limits might not be
exceeded. In most of the oaloulations, the exoess fuel i’hwnthe
rocket was assumed to burn completely in the duct; these calculations
therefore served to evaluate the total thrust increase available by
mounting the rooket under crmsideration inside a duct. k order to
estimate the relative thrust increases due to the action of the unit
as a jet ejector and to the oonibusticmwithin the duct of the exoess
rocket fuel, supplementary oaloulationswere made with the assumption
that none of the excess fuel from the ro et burned in the duet.

H
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The performance data are presented as a funotion of the ratio
of the mass of the ati flow through the duct to the mass of the
rocket-gas flow. Data are presented for several typical flight
conditions at which such a propulsim system might be utilized.
These conditions include the performance at desi~ flight conditions
of ducted roc$ketsdesigned to operate at Mach nwibers of 1, 2, and 3
at an altitude of 30,000 feet, and the performance at a Maoh number
of 1 at altitudes from sea level to 45,000 feet of a unit designed
to operate at a Mach number of 1 at an altitude of 30,000 feet. lhta
eme presented showing the effect cm performmce of ducting a rooket
for static sea-level operation. An evaluatlcm is made of the 7mxi-

mm thrust per unit frontal area obtainable with the ducted rocket
considered at an altitude of 30,000 feet at flight Mach numbers of
1, 2, and 3. The decreases in the net thrust aud ti the thrust per
unit frontal.area that result from pressure losses in the diffuser
emd the nozzle are evaluated for a flight Mach number of 2 and an
altitude of 30,000 feet. A ccaprison on the basis of the net thrust
produced and of the specific fuel consumpticm for ducted rockets and
for units powered by an independently operating stoichiometricram
Jet and a rocket similar to that used in the ducted rocket Is given.
The two propulsion systems are assumed to have equal frontal areas.

Physical characteristics of the ducted rocket (other than the
required frontal srea) me not considered, nor is any attempt made to
evaluate the advantages or disadvantages of such a system as compared
with other available means of propulsion in the same speed range
insofar as weight, Wu@icity of desigu, aerodynamic ckacteristics,
and so forth are concerned.

CONFIGURMIONS

The basic scheme of the ducted rocket as ccmsidered herein Is
shown in figure 1. Diffusion of the air flow from the flight velooity
to a lower velootty occurs between stations 1 and 2. At station 2 the
air flow and the rocket gases enter the constant-sreamixing section
end mixing is assumed to proceed until, at staticm 3, the two flows
are completely mixed ad no transverse velocity gradients exist.
Combustion of the excess fuel from the rocket occurs between stations 3
emd 4 in an extension of the constant-area mix~ section and then
eqsion of the Jet occurs in the nozzle fram stations 4 to 5.

Basic oonsideratimns of flow tbrough nozzles indicate that for
a given mass flow and available pressure ratio the greatest thrust
occurs with a nozzle designed to give expansion of the jet to ambient
pressure.” If the pressure ratio is greater than the oritical value,
however, the greatest thrust per unit of nozzle-exit area is attained
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the thrust is

that provides for expansion only to
lower than if omplete expmsion is
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sonic velooity, but
used. Calculatims

were therefore made for two types of mnfiguration: The first type
employs a nozzle desigwl to give expansion to azibientpressure;
whereaelthe second type has a nozzle providing expansion only to sanio
velooity, or slightly higher. The first calculations indioate the
maximum thrusts obtainable from the arrangement under consideration
and the second set of calculations evaluates the maximum thrusts per
unit frontal area that might be attained with such a propulsicm system.

The total pressure of the air stream flowing through the duoted
rocket is changed by two factors: The total pressure is increasedby
the momentum interdange between the air and the rocket gases, but the
momentum changes acooqany~ the addition of heat in the combustion
ohamber result in a loss in total pressure. Beoause the net result
for the oases ocmsideredwas genemll.y an increase in total pressure,
a converging-diverg+g nozzle was generally required where full
expansion was desired.

The pressure losses due to mmbustion vary inversely as the cross-
seottonal exea of the mxibustd.onchamber. Inasmuch as a large nozzle-
exit exea was required for expansicm to anibientpressure, an equal
comhusticm-chamberamea was therefore used, whloh maintained the
mmentum-pressure losses due to burning as low as possible without
increasing the frontal area. The second set of oalculaticms evaluates
the maximum thrusts per unit frontal area that oanbe obtained with an

s

exlmust nozzle providing incomplete expansicm. For flight Mach nunibers
of 1 end 2, the combustion-chamberemea and the nozzle-exit area were
ohosen equal and of such a size that thermal ohoking occurred at the ●

combustion-chamberexit, which thereby permitted no expansion in the
nozzle. For a flight Mach number of 3, the ccmibustim-chamberand
nozzle-outlet areas were ‘chosenequal to the diffuser-inlet area
beoause the area correspondingto thermal ohoking at the conibustion-
cbmber exit was smaller than this value. Some eqansion through a
convergent-divergentnozzle was therefore possible in this case.

k evaluating the effect of altitude on the operation of a
duoted rocket,-the configuration employed was designed for stoichio-
metriu operatim at a flight Mach number of 1 and an altitude of
30,000 feet. The Inlet geometry was mnsidered fixed for all alti-
tudes, but the exhaust nozzle was considered variable with a maximum
area of the exit equal to the combustion-chamberarea.
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SYMBOLS

The following symbols are used in this analysis:

5

A

a

CP

F

~

I

M

m

P

P

Q

R

r

T

t

v

Y

P

area, square feet

velooity of sound h

specific heat of gas

thrust, pounds

ratio of absolute to

gas, feet per seoond

at constant pressure, Btu per pound ‘R

gravitational units of mass, 32.17

specific tipulse,”poundsthrust per second per poumilfuel

Mach number

mass flow, slugs per second

total pressure, pounds per square foot absolute

static pressure, pound6 per squ=e foot absolute

heat content of fuel burned in duct, Btu

gas constant, foot-pounds per pound OR

ratio of air -ss flow to rocket-gas mass flow

total temperature, ‘R

static temperattie, %

velocity of gas flow, feet per second

ratio of speoific heats

density of gas at static temperature and pressure, slugs per
cubic foot

Subscripts:

a 19ir

J ~et

.
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n

r

o

1

2

3

4

5

3-4

net

rocket

free stream

duct inlet

entrance to mixbg region (rocket exit)

after mixing and before cmubustion in duet

after ctipletion of oabuation In duct

nozzle exit

average between stations 3 and 4
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BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

Rooket charaoteristios.- Calculationswere based on a rooket
having amass flow of 1 slug per seocmd using gasollne as the fuel
and liquid oxygen as the oxidant. Beoause of structural oansldera-
tions, a maxtium temperature of 40000 R was arbitrarily assumed as
a llmlt in the rooket. A rocket combustion-chamberpressure of
20 atmospheres was used. Aooordlng to data obtained at the
Guggenheti Aeronautical Laboratory, California Institute of
Technology, these values of the combustion pressure and the
madmum temperature in the rooket required a fuel-oxidant ratio
of 0.606 with a gasoline having a hydrogen-o=bcm =tlo of 0.176
and a lower heating value of 18,500 Btu per pound. AU the oxidant
in the rooket oharge was assumed to be oonsumed completely wlthti
the rooket=. Consideration of available experimental data on the
thrust of rockets together tith preliminary oaloulatlons based on
values of

%
and y obtained at CeMfmnia bstitute of

!l!eohnology, dtoated that 171 pounds thrust per semnd per pound
fuel would be a reasonable value for the speoifio impulse of the
rocket under oonaiderationat sea-level pressure. This value of
speoific impulse was therefore assumed for sea-level pressures and
used in the oaloulationsfor this altitude. At any higher altitude,
expansion to anbient pressure could be effected by a change in the
rooket-nozzle dlmensias, thereby giving a higher ~et velooity and
the maximum specifio Impulse for the particular altitude. Caloula-
thns Indioated that a speoific Impulse of about 191 pounds thrust
per second per pound fuel could be obtained with the rooket under
consideratlca at an altitude of 30,000 feet If the rcmket-nozzle
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dimensions were such that cxxnpletseqansicm to wnblent pressure
might be aocaupllshed in the rooket exiwuzstnozzle. This value was
therefore used for the comparison of the performance of the duoted
rocket with that of the rocket alone at an altitude of 30,000 feet.

Charaoteristios of flow within duet. - Unless stated otherwise,
the exoess fuel used to maintain the rooket mmbustion temperature
at 4000° R was assumed to burn completely within the duct. This
ocmdition UmIted the oonsideraticn to air flows large enough to
give mltiures in the duet that were leaner than stoiohlcmetric.
Beoause dissociation and equilibrium effects would probably prevent
attainment of temperatures above 4000° R in the duet, this value
was used in all oases where oalmzlations based on the heatdng value
of the fuel and the epeeific heat of the @Ls mixture indioated
higher cabustion temperatures.

The values of op and 7 used in the analysis were weighted
averages of the values for the different ccmstituents of the gas at
the temperature under consideration. The values of q ad 7 for
a process oovering a range of temperatures were taken as the arithmetic
avezage of the values corresponding to the end points of the temper-
ature range. & the present ease, only a sl@ht discrepancy exists
between data Calculated by the use of these average values end data
based on the inte~ted specific heat, inasmuch as the variati= of
q and 7 with temperature is approximately Hnear over the ranges
of temperature considered.

~ order to facilitate the oaloulations, the mixing and ccunbustion
of the rocket gases and the air charge were considered to occur
separately. These prooesses were assumed to oocur with conservation
oftotal mcamtum h a duct of oonstant cross section.

The temperature of the gas after oanbustion in the duct was
determined fian the heating value of the fuel aud the heat capacities
of the reactants and of the products after ccmplete oabustton.

.

Following the ocaupletim of ecmbusti~, any expansion was
assumed to oyxr in
flow relations.

oonformlty with the one-dimensional adiabatio-

METHODSOF ULCQIATIOIi

General method. - E determining the performance of the duoted
rocket, two of the variables were mnstdered as independent md
values were assigned for these in order to ccxnputethe corresponding
values of the other variables. Values of the ratio of air mass flow



through the dud to rocket-gas mass flaw r and air Mach number at
the rocket exit %,2 were chosen. Inasmuch as the diffusion from
the flight velooity was asfnmed to occur with mmplete recovery of
pressure, fixing the values of these two variables made possible the
determination of the pressures, the temperatures, and the stream
Mach numbers at stations 2 and 3 and of the oross-sectionalarea at
stations 2, 3, and 4. The amount of unburned fuel discharged from
the rocket was considered to be constant for this SXMQysis and all
the fuel was assumed to burn in the duet. As a result, the heat
released to the air flow was constant and the pressures, the temper-
atures, the oross-sectionalarea, and the gas velocities at all
stations following combustion could be calculated.

The following general equatims were used to determine the state
.ofthe gas flow at any
appropriate values for

T-=
t

v=

=

A=

particular station by substituting the
the ‘variables:

2LQ

Ma

(1)

&
pv

i!!& (3)

Condition of air and rocket gases before mixing. - After values
were ohosen for r and %,2) the values of p, V, and A for
the air flow at station 2 were obtained from equations (l), (2), end
(3), respectively. The values of P and T used in the equations
were those correspondingto the desired flight altitude and Mach
number. The value 53.4 foot-pounds per pound % was used for R when
the flow of air was considered. Corresponding values for the rocket
exit were obtained from the same equations using the rocket combustion-
chamber total pressure and total temperature, the average value of Y
over the expansion in equation (1), and the value of 7 corresponding
to the rocket-exit temperature in equation (2). Because the value
of the specific impulse I of the rocket was assumed, an effective
value of R for the rocket gases in agreement with the assumed
rocket characteristicswas obtained from the relation

(2)
●

●
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or

%,2@r,2 g %-,2 ‘r,2 = 81

12 g
(4)%,2= (~,2}2 7r,2%r,2

For the mixture of rocket gases and air in the duct, the value 53.4
foot-pounds per pound % was used for R.

MixinK and combustion. - The total mcmentum of the gas stream
after mixtig (station 3) was obtained fra the sum of the total
momentums of the two individual stresms at station 2, or

m3V3 + P3A3 = (~Va,2 +Pa,2 &,2) + (%Vr,2+Pr,2~,2) (5)
.

,tiasmuch as the mixing and combustion processes were considered to
occur separately, the total temperature after _ was obtained
by equating the total enthalpies of the two streems before mixing ,
and the enthalpy of the stream after mixing and solving for ‘1’3
from the relatim

% cp,r,Z ‘r,2 + % cp,a,2 ‘a,2T3 =
% +%) cp,3

(6)

The total temperature after

T4 =

conibustion(station 4) was obtained from

Q
‘3 ‘m3d3Gp,3..4 (7)

except that 4000° R was used for T4 in those oases where equa-
tion (7) indicated values higher than this.

The total end static pressures at station 3 were obtained from
the total momentum by a methcd employing dimensionless 2arameters
based on the total temperature. These parameters are gi?en in
convenient chsrt form in reference 4. By substituting these pressures
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in equation (l), the Mach number before combustion M3 was determlmd. “
The Mach number after conibusticmM4 was obtained from a chart based
on the equation

.

The value of ~ wak substituted Znto the equatim

(--+z+p

(8)

(9)

(1+ 7%2)

thus giving the total pressure followlng combustion P4. wua-
tions (8) and (9) were developed on the assumption of constant total
momentum during the addition of heat to a gas flowing in a duct of
actustant=ea.

Ikpansion and thrust calculations. - -sion following the
completion of combustion was assured to be In accordance with the
one-dimensionaladiabatio-flow relations; therefore, the pressure,
the temperature, and the velocity of the gas at the nozzle exit and
the nozzle-exit area were obtained by applying eq~tions (1), (2),
and (3). The jet thrust of the unit was tien determined from

(lo)

and the net thrust was obtained by subtracting from the Jet thrust
the initial momentum of the air &tering the duct ~ ?0.

fiil!mE-
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In most cases the duct was so designed that the cross-seothnal
areas of the mixing and combustion chamber and of the nozzle exit
were equal. In order to accomplish this result, it was necessary
to follow a trial-and-error procedure inasmuch as the relative areas
of the mixing and the combustion chaber and of the nozzle exit could
be obtained only by following through the calculations. Different
values of %,2 were ohosen (and combustion-chamberareas thereby
determined) until the desired relative values of the =eas were
obtained.

DISCUSSION

Rocket thrust. - h ccmparing the net thrusts available from
the rocket alone and from the ducted rocket, the rocket was assumed
to have a nozzle of such design that full expmsion to the ambient
pressure would occur. With this provision, the thrust of the rocket
assumed for the =alysis would have the values 5500 pounds and
6150 pounds at altitudes of sea level and 30,000 feet, respectively.

Thrust of ducted rocket. - The net thrust available from the
ducted rocket under consideration is shown in figure 2 for an altl-
tude of 30,000 feet. These data cover a range of the mass-flow
ratio r from 3 (approxhately stoichiometrio) to 10 and flight
Mach numbers of 1, 2, and 3. fi the calculation of these data, it
was assumed that the etiust nozzle was desi~ed to give expansion
to ambient pressure; therefore, the values given may be oausidered
as the maximum values obtainable from the duoted rocket cn which
this analysis was based.

The net thrust of the ducted rocket at a flight Mach number of 1
is just under 10,000 pounds for a mass-flow ratio r of 3 =d
increases to almost 14,000 pounds as r increases to 10. The corres-
ponding range for a flight Maoh number of 2 is from 13,500 to
22,0CM pounds, and for a flight kkmh number of 3 is from 14,500 to
23,500 pounds.. The rapid rate of decrease of the thrust as r
decreases below a value of about 5 is due partly to the use of a
nuxxtium-temperaturelimitation ti the duct.

The ratio of these net-thrust values to the thrust of the rocket
alone is shown in figure 3. At a flight I&ch number of 1, duct-
the rocket results tinet thrusts from 1.6 to 2.25 times the thrust
of the rocket alone over the range of mass-flow ratios considered.
Comparable net thrusts of the ducted rocket for flight Mach numbers
of 2 and 3 are from 2.2 to 3.55 and from 2.4 to 3.8 times the rocket
thrust, respectively.

These thrust values were obtained assuming complete combustion
in the duct of all exoess fuel from the rocket.exhaust.
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Fuel consumption. - The specific fuel consumption of the ducted
rocket is given in figure 4. The consumption varies from 12 to
8.5 pounds-per hour per pound of tbrusitfor values of r varying fran
3 to 10 at a flight Mach number of 1. At a flight Mach number of 2,
the fuel consumption varies from 8.5 to 5.5 over the range of r
mnsidered; whereas over the same range of the mass-flow ratio the
value for a kllchnumber of 3 is approximately O.? pound per hour per
pound of thrust below the correspondingvalue at a Mach number of 2.
The specific fuel consumption for a ram Jet operating at a stoichio-
metric fuel-air ratio at en altitude of 30,000 feet is 4.7 pounds
per hour per pound thrust at a Mach number of 1, 2.8 at a ~ch
number of 2, and 3.6 at a Mach number of 3. The first two of these
values are given in referenoe 5 and the third was obtained by the
method used in reference 5. If a ram jet were operated at a fuel-
air ratio leaner than stoichicmetric,a lower specific fuel consump-
tion would result and consequently,there would be a greater
difference in the fuel consumptlcns of these units than is given
here. The thrust of the ram jet at lean operation, however, would
also decrease.

Erontal areas. - In order to realize the thrust increases
resulting fYom duoting a rocket, a unit with a much greater frontal
area than the rocket alone is required. Because this Increase in
axea gives an increase in the external drag of the body, the
external resistances would have to be taken tito account in order to
detemlne whether ducting a rocket would give a resultant net gain.
Figure 5 shows the frmtal areas associated with the configurations
required to realize the thrust characteristicspreviously shown.
The exit-no@e area for the fully expanding rocket at an altitude
of 30,000 feet Is 0.7 square foot. At a flight Mach numiberof 1,
the duoted rocket has a frontal area of 11.5 square feet at a nms-
flow .ratioof 3 end an area of 29 squ=e feet when r equals 10.
The frontal areas required at higher flight velocities are smaller
because of the higher total density associated with these velocities.
These areas vary from 5.5 to 12 square feet for a flight Mch number
of 2 and ~ 3.5 to 7 square feet for a ~ch number of 3 for the
range of r considered.

Specific thrust. - The data of figures 2 and 5 can be presented
in a more significantmanner as the ratio of the net thrust to the
frontal area-required to produce this thrust. Values of this specifio
thrust are given in figure 6 for the data already presented. The
specific thrust at a Kch number of 1 decreases from a value of 850
to 500 pounds per square foot of frontal area as r increases from
3 to 10. For Mach numbers of 2 and 3, correspondhg specific thrusts
are from 2450 to 1800 and from 4350 to 3300 pounds per squaxe foot of
frontal area, respectively. Specific thrusts for a ram jet operating
at a stoichiometricfuel-air ratio under similar flight conditions
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are 407, 1860, and 4390 pounde per square foot of frcmtal area at
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flight ~oh n~ers of 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The values for
the ram Jet at Mach numbers of 1 and 2 are given in reference 5.
(based on nacelle rather than combustion-chamberdiameter) and the
value for a Mach number of 3 was oomputed by the method of refer-
ence 5. The specific thrusts of the ducted rocket at flight Mach
numbers of 1 and 2 are generally greater than those of a stoichio-
metrio ram Jet operating at the same Mach numbers. At a flight Mach
number of 3, the specific thrust of the ram Jet is larger. This
fact results from the occurrence of the luw cofiustion-ohamberveloc-
ities in the ducted rocket at high flight velocities when the
combustion-chamberarea is equal to the nozzle-exit area required
for complete expansion.

Configurations for best specific thrusts. - For flight conditions
under which a ducted-rocket propulsion system might be used, the ,
specific thrust would probably be a more important criterion than the
net thrust. As previously explained, maximum thrusts for a given
frontal area and air flow can be obtained by decreasing the combustion-
chamber cross-sectional area until thermal choking occurs, or until
this area is equal to the duct-inlet area required for the desired air
flow, and then using a nozzle having an exit area of the same size.
Calculated data for the conditims giving these maximum specific
thrusts are presented in figures 7 to 9. The net thrusts are some-’
what lower than in the previous ~se~ especiaU at flight ~~ch
numbers of 2 and 3, as & be seen from a c~xrison of f~wes 2 ~d 7“
The lower net thrusts are caused by the greater momentum-pressure
losses associated with the smaller cross-seotbnal areas and by the
loss in thrust due to ticomplete expansion. Because of the lower thrusts,
the specific fuel consumpticms would be a little higher than’fcm the
cases discussed earlier. The frontal areas required are also smaller
for the present configuration (figs. 5 ad 8) with the result that
the specific thrusts are greater than for the conditions previously ‘
considered (figs. 6 and 9). Large increases In spectiic thrust over
the values previously presented are available at J@ch numbers of 2
and 3; maximum specific thrusts ranging from 4300 to 2500 pounds per
square foot of frmtal area as compared with a range from 2450 to
1800 pounds in the case of full expmsion of the>Jet for a Mach
number of 2 and from 11,000 to 5800 pounds per square foot of frontal
area as compared with a range of 4350 to 3300 pounds for the previous
case for a Mach number of 3 are indicated for the range of r
considered. These specific thrusts are of the order of twice those
previously presented for a stoichiometric ram jet operating at
ccanparableflight Mach numbers. Inasmuch as the specific thrusts for
these configurations are much greater than when expansion to ambient

. pressure ocours in the nozzle, these confi~ations would be prefe~ed
for most applications.

.
,.
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Emm figures 6 and 9
mnditi.ons for the ducted

it appears that the most logioal operating
rooket considered would be suoh that the

mass-flow ratio would be in the renge of 3 to 5. Beoause this range
would give operation at mixtures leaner than stolohiometric,the
entire heat content of the rocket-fuel charge oould be utilized In
the cycle. If leaner operation were desired, greater thrusts oould
be obtained (figs. 2 and 7) but the specific thrust would be lower.

Performance of ducted rocket with varyina altitude. - The
performanoe duaraoteristicsof a ducrhd rocket with fixed inlet
&xnetry when operating at a l&oh number of 1 at altitudes from sea
level to 45,000 feet are shown in figure 10. Design ccmditlons were
stoichiometricoperatim with e-ion to ambient pressure at an
altitude of 30,000 feet and a flight Maoh nuniberof 1. b the calcu-
lations it was assumed that an adjustable exhaust nozzle would allow
expansion to ambient pressure at altitudes below 30,000 feet and that
at higher altitudes incomplete expansion would occur with the nozzle-
exit area equal to the combustion-chaniberoross-seotionalarea. At
sea-level operating mnditions$ the net thrust is about 13,000 pounds;
the thrust deoreases with inoreaslng altitude and at 45,000 feet a
thrust of about 8000 pounds Is obtained. The speoifio thrust and the
ratio of net thrust to rooket thrust would vary similarly with alti-
tude. The deorease in thruet with altitude is a consequence of the
decreasing air-handling oapacity of a unit of fixed-inlet geometry
with increasing altitude. This effect oan be seen In figure 10: at
sea level, three times the desigu air flow is induoed, whereas at an
altitude of 45,000 feet the air flow drops to one-half the design
value. The speoifio fuel consumption increases from about 9 pouuds
ger hour per pound thrust at sea level through the design value of
about 12 to a value of 14.5 pounds per hour per pound thrust at an
altitude of 45,000 feet. At altitudes above 30,000 feet, the speolflc
fuel consumptionwould be expeoted to inorease rapidly beoause the
unit is then operating at a mixture ratio rioher than stoiohiometrio;
therefore, part of the heat oontent of the exoess fuel from the
rocket oannot be utilized In the duct.

Statia performance. - The performance of the ducted rooket under
static conditions is shown in figure 11. The thrust of the rocket
alone operating at sea level with erpansion to ambient pressure Is
about 5500 pounds. At etatic conditions, the net-thrust inorease
due to ducting the rooket is slight; the net thrust of the rocket was
inoreased about 9 peroent by ducting over a range of r from 3 to 5.5.
This range of air flows would require a frontal area of 8 to 20 jaqu-e
feet. This mmll thrust increase under these conditions should be
expected, inasmuch as the unit Is then effectively a rooket plus a
ram Jet operating at low ram. When the increase in weight neoessary
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for ducting is considered, it is probable that the take-off perfomn-
ance of a rocket would be adversely sffeoted by ductlng it in the

. manner under consideratia.

Relative ~ins from Jet-ejector effect and frcm burninR excess
rocket fuel. - b order to detezmine the relative magnitudes of the
thrust increases attributable to the jet-thrust augmentation effect
and to the burning of the excess fuel-i?mn the rocket in a ram-jet
cycle in the duct, calculationswere made assuming no ccenbustionof
the rocket-efiaust prcduots witbln the duct. The results of these
calculations are given in figure 12. The net thrusts for the flight
conditions at an altitude of 30,000 feet 118 within the range of
6800 to 10,000 pounds as compared with the range of about 10,000
to 23,500 pounds (fig. 2) with ccmbustim of the excess fuel frcun
the rocket. The Jet-thrust au@mntation thus mntributes only about
one-fourth of the thrust increase in the cases presented. IYciuthese
results, it is apparent that the chief source of the increase h
thrust resulting fian ducting a rocket is the burning of the excess
fuel from the rocket-e~ust gases rather than from the interchange
of momentum between the jet ficm the rocket and the air flowing
through the duct.

Effect of lowered component efficiencies m performance of
ducted rocket. - In order to evaluate the effects of pressure losses
in the diffuser and e~ust nozzle and the effect of a lower ccmbus-
tiox-efficiency in the duct on the performance of a ducted rocket,
calculations were made to determine the magnitude of the losses
that would result frcm lower cxnnponentefficiencies. These data,
for a flight Mach number of 2 emd a configuration designed to give
maximum net thrust, are presented in figure 13. A diffuser pressure
ratio of 0.95 was selected on the basis of data presented in refer-
ence 6 and a pressure ratio across the nozzle of 0.96 was used to
cover pressure losses in the nozzle. The total decreases In net
thrust corresponding to those pressure losses is about 3 percent and
the decrease in net thrust is about 6 to 7 percent. The diffuser
pressure loss accounts for slightly more than one-haU? of the
decrease in each of these factors.

The decrease h net thrust accazpanying a 10-percent deorease
in combustion efficiency is about 4 or 5 percent for mass-flow
ratios of 5 to 10 percent (fig. 3). For lower air flows, smaller
percentage decreases are indicated In the figure because the
arbitrary assumption of a 4000° R limiting temperature In the
earlier calculations was equivalent to employing a reduced combus-
tion efficiency at the low air flows. With a decrease In canbustion
efficiency, a ‘imallernozzle-efit area can

~

be-used for the same mass
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flow; mnsequently, decreases in specifio thrust due to lowered
mmbustion efficiency are of smaller magnitude (about 1 or 2 per-
cent) than are the changes in net thrust.

The losses in net thrust due to the use of expected values of
ccmpment efficiencies rather than the assumed 100-percent effi-
oienoies are not large enough to affect the general results
presented.

Comparison of duoted rocket with oanbinatia of rooket and ram

= - A ocmparison of the perfomanoe of the duoted rooket with that
of a ccxnbinationconsisting of au independently operating rocket and
a stoiohiometriuran jet iEIshown in figure 14. These data represent
operation at an altitude of 30,000 feet. The two propulsion systems
should have comparable oharaoteristics: Eaoh would have the ability
to take off under its own power and, beoause the thrust and fuel-
oonsumption oharaoteristios of the two systems should be of the same
order of magnitude, they might be considered suitable for the acme
applications. Similar rookets were assumed for both applications
and the frcmtal areas of the duoted rocket and of the mubination
were assumed equal. The ram-Jet data were calwdated by the method
of referenoe 5; the duoted-rocket data =e those presented herein
for the unit desigmd to give maximum speoifio thrusts. For values
of r frcan3 to ~the thrust of the duoted rooket is about 30 percent
greater than that of the combination at a Maoh number of 3 and about
10 percent greater at a Maoh number of 2. For a Maoh number of 1
and the same range of r, the thrust of the ducted rocket is about
10 peroent lower than that of.the ocanbination.

Ih all oases the specific fuel consumption of the ducted rooket
is considerably lower than that of the combination. This result
would be expeoted beoause the inorease in thrust of the ducted unit
above the rooket thrust is obtained with no additional expenditure of
fuel; whereas in the ocabination extra fuel is necessary for the ram
Jet in order to develop any thrust above that developed by the rooket
alone. If the rem jet in the ocmbination were operated at a fuel-air
ratio lower than stolchicmetrio,the comparison would be more favorable
for the duoted rocket beoause the thrust of the wxubinationwould
deoreaee to that of the rocket alone as the fuel consumption decreased
to that of the duoted rooket.

The following
of the performame
liquid oxygen when

&JMMARY OF RESULTS

results were derived frcima theoretical analysis
of a rooket using a fuel mixture of gasoline and
the rocket is enclosed in a duet through whioh
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air is flowing with all excess fuel frcan
the duct:

the rocket being burned in

.
1. At flight Mach numbers of 1, 2, and 3 and an altitude of

“30,000feet, the du&ed rocket provided thrusts per unit frontal area
of the order of twice those available frcm a ran Jet; whereas the
speoific fuel consumption were about two to three times those of a
r- jet or about one-half to one-third that of the rocket alone.

2. The greater part of the thrust increase was due to the
burning of the excess fuel from the rocket; only about one-fourth
of the total thrust inorease at flight Mach numbers of 1, 2, and 3
at an altitude of 30,000 feet was due to the Jet-eJector effect
experienced when the rocket is enclosed in a duct.

3. At an altitude of 30,000 feet and flight Maoh numbers of
1, 2, and 3, the specific fuel consumption of a ducted rooket was
lower than that of a cabination hating the same frontal area and
consisting of a similar rocket and a ram Jet operating at a stoichto-
metric fuel-air ratio. At flight Mach numbers of 2 and 3, the
thrust of the ducted rocket was greater than that of the combination,
but at a Mach number of 1 the thrust of the mnbinationwas the
greater of the two.

4. At static conditions, the thrust of the ducted rocket was
approximately 9 pement greater than the thrust of the rocket alone.

5. Consideration of the pressure losses in the diffuser and the
e=ust nozzle would reduoe the values given for the net thrust of
the ducted rocket by about 3 percent and would decrease the specific-
thrust values by about 6 or 7 percent at a flight Mach number of 2.
At the same Mach number, If a combustion efficiency of 90 percent
were used rather than the assumed value of 100 percent, the net
thrusts would be decreased as muoh as 5 percent and the specific
thrusts about 1 or 2 percent.

Flight Propulsion Resemch Laboratory,
National Advisory Coaunitteefor Aeronautics,

Cleveland, Ohio.
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